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Motivation

• The liquidity shocks of 2008-09 showed that measures of liquidity 
risk were inadequate. 

• Standard measures such as bid-ask spreads and price impact of 
trades may not isolate pure liquidity effects. 

• Our approach derives the “pure” liquidity spread (in basis points) 
using ETFs by eliminating confounding noise. 

• Approach: the difference between the ETF and its NAV offers 
liquidity extraction at high frequency. 

• Works for all markets in which ETFs trade. 
• Our extracted liquidity spread (a) correlates with other measures of 

illiquidity, (b) explains bond index returns, and (c) reveals a 
systematic illiquidity component across fixed-income markets. 



Liquidity is the “price impact of a trade.”

Illiquidity may be measured by this price impact, which increases when the price 
of immediacy is high. 

We may use the price change of an ETF relative to the price change of the 
underlying NAV to extract the illiquidity in the market. 

Think of illiquidity as the value of an option to exchange the ETF for the NAV, i.
e., the difference between the ETF and the NAV upon exercise of the option is 
the effective transaction cost, and therefore the value of this option is the value 
of liquidity.

A New Measure of Illiquidity



BILLIQ (Bond Illiquidity)



Data Description



BILLIQ Time Series



Summary Statistics



ETF Correlations

Lower triangle: data over periods where all ETFs have full observations.
Upper triangle: pairwise complete data.



Bond Illiquidity (BILLIQ) Correlations



BILLIQ and Measures of Price Impact



BILLIQ and Volatility - 1



BILLIQ and Volatility - 2



BILLIQ and Volatility - 3



BILLIQ and another Liquidity Measure



BILLIQ Principal Components



BILLIQ Principal Components and VIX



BILLIQ Principal Components and ILLIQFAC



BILLIQ and Asset Pricing Factors



BILLIQ and Equity Market Illiquidity



BILLIQ and Equity Market Illiquidity - 2



BILLIQ, ELLIQ, and Hedge Fund Returns



https://srdas.shinyapps.io/RBILLIQcode/







Thank You! 


